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When we talk about the economic consequences of COVID-19, the question arises about the strength and duration of the changes triggered by the pandemic. Currently, all indications are that COVID-19 is likely to change the structure of the world economy permanently. Evidence suggests that the pandemic is a permanent reallocation shock – one that cannot be mitigated with standard fiscal and monetary stimulus. What are the structural reforms and mechanisms that would allow economies to adapt and to effectively reallocate resources in response to such shocks? Which features made economies resilient to major reallocation shocks in the past? To answer these questions, we take a closer look at the China Trade Shock and its impact on the US economy. We then draw lessons for Europe today.
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COVID-19 is likely to change the structure of the world economy permanently. Barrero, Bloom, and Davis (2020a, 2020b) provide evidence that the pandemic is a permanent reallocation shock in the sense that shifts in working arrangements, consumer spending patterns, and business practices induced by the pandemic will not fully reverse. This reallocation started long before the pandemic but has clearly been accelerated by it. Pagano, Wagner, and Zechner (2020a, 2020b) show that stocks of firms in sectors that are resilient to social distancing outperformed less resilient stocks particularly strongly during the COVID-19 pandemic but that this outperformance predates the pandemic by several years. Carstens (2020) argues that standard fiscal and monetary stimulus will not be sufficient to deal with this “great reallocation”. Rather, the optimal policy requires structural reforms and mechanisms that would allow economies to adapt and to effectively reallocate resources in response to such shocks.

Against this backdrop, it seems natural to ask which features made economies resilient to major reallocation shocks in the past. One such shock is the so-called China trade shock (CTS). Autor, Dorn, and Hanson (2013) show that US labor market regions with manufacturing industries, which were particularly exposed to competition from cheaper Chinese imports, also experienced the biggest decline in manufacturing employment and wages between 1991 and 2007.

The labor market effects of asymmetric trade shocks are regionally concentrated and persistent because the geographical mobility of labor is generally quite limited (Faber, Sarto, and Tabellini (2019; Notowidigdo 2020; Blanchard and Katz 1992)). In the absence of labor mobility, the mobility of capital should therefore play a particularly prominent role for the adjustment to asymmetric shocks in a monetary union (Mundell (1961)).

In a recent paper (Hoffmann and Ruslanova 2021), we examine how differences in financial integration across local economies (states and commuting zones) in the United States affected sectoral reallocation after the CTS. To capture local financial integration, we exploit the wave of state-level banking deregulation that swept through the US from the 1970’s until the early 1990’s. Since states deregulated in different years (Kroszner and Strahan 1999), there was considerable variation at the state level in the degree of banking liberalization until local economies were hit by the CTS in the early 1990’s. More specifically, states that opened their banking markets for out-of-state banks earlier had a stronger presence of countrywide banks and – as we show – a more elastic supply of bank credit to households. We develop a simple model of a small open economy with housing and a tradable sector (manufacturing) to argue that banking integration facilitates and speeds up the reallocation between these two sectors after manufacturing is hit by a terms of trade shock (i.e. the CTS). In our model, this happens because financial integration allows households to smooth consumption which stabilizes their demand for the non-tradable good (housing). This in turn stabilizes housing prices and wages in the housing sector. Given the shock to manufacturing, higher house prices (and therefore: a higher marginal product of labor in the housing sector) speeds up reallocation of labor away from the import-exposed manufacturing sector towards the housing sector.

**Banking integration facilitates and speeds up the reallocation between housing and manufacturing after manufacturing is hit by a terms of trade shock**

Our empirical results – summarized in Figure 1 and 2 – line up with these predictions. We classify states into two groups: early liberalizers are states that opened their banking markets for banks from other states before 1985 and are therefore relatively more financially integrated. Conversely, states that opened their banking markets only after 1985 are classified as late liberalizers.
Notes: The figure shows the relationship between the change in a U.S. federal state’s exposure to competition from Chinese imports (“import exposure”) and the growth rate of a number of state-level variables (manufacturing employment, employment in the real estate sector, average wages, and house prices) over the period 1991-2007. States are split into two groups: financially more open (early deregulation) states appear in blue and financially less open (late deregulation) states appear in orange. States are classified as early (late) deregulation states based on whether they deregulated access to their banking markets before (after) 1985. The blue (orange) lines are the regression lines of the respective variable on the change in import exposure for early (late) deregulation states. For each of the two groups of states, these lines capture the “typical” statistical association between the change in import exposure and the respective variable on the vertical axis.

As is apparent from the regression lines, a given increase in import exposure over 1991-2007 generally leads to bigger decline in wage, real estate employment and house price growth for late deregulation states than for early-deregulation states (the orange regression line is falling more steeply while the blue line is flat or increasing). However, a given increase in import exposure generally decreases the manufacturing share more for early-deregulation states (the blue regression line is falling more steeply). This suggests that early deregulation (i.e. financial openness) not only shields a state’s wider economy (housing and real estate markets, general wage growth) from the impact of import competition in manufacturing. It actually seems to ease reallocation of labor — early deregulation is associated with a stronger decline in manufacturing and a stronger increase in real-estate related employment.

While Figure 1 emphasizes the long-run differences between the two groups, Figure 2 shows estimates of the dynamic responses of different variables to the CTS. The upshot of the two figures is the same: For a given exposure to Chinese imports financially more open local economies saw a swifter reallocation of labor from the import-exposed manufacturing sector into the non-tradable (housing) sector, with more pronounced declines in the manufacturing employment but lower declines in the real estate employment. Thus, financial integration spurred reallocation in financially integrated states while in late-liberalized states the failing manufacturing sector declined more slowly – at the expense of overall employment. Consistent with the mechanism in our model, wages and non-tradable prices, in particular housing prices, remained relatively stable in financially more open states. Analogous results also hold for the growth rates of state average income and consumption per capita. Household’s ability to borrow in order to smooth consumption is key for reallocation because it keeps demand for housing and house prices up. Consistent with this prediction, we see that household borrowing increased more in financially integrated states.

In the paper, we further corroborate our findings on commuting-zone level data. In addition, we provide bank-county level evidence based on the Home Mortgage Disclosure Act (HMDA) data base. This evidence shows that geographically integrated banks played a crucial role in accommodating the additional credit demand of households that was induced by their desire to smooth consumption after the CTS.

Financial integration spurred reallocation in financially integrated states while in late-liberalized states the failing manufacturing sector declined more slowly – at the expense of overall employment.
**Notes:** The figure shows effect over time of a 1000 US dollar increase in a state’s exposure to Chinese import competition on various state-level outcomes for early and late deregulation states. The effects are measured in percent of the initial value of the respective variable. For example, a 1000 dollar per worker increase in import competition gradually, over 5 years, reduces the average wage by around 1 percent in a late deregulation state, while it has virtually no effect on the average wage in a early-deregulation state. The orange (blue) shaded areas indicate the “typical” range of statistical variation of the estimates.

**Source:** Hoffmann and Ruslanova (2021).
Summary

Our results hold some lessons for European policy-makers in the post-pandemic world. The effects of the pandemic reallocation shock will be very uneven within – and even more so between – member countries of the European Monetary Union (EMU). Labor mobility and capital mobility should both be important adjustment mechanisms. However, labor mobility in Europe remains much lower than in the United States (House, Proebsting, and Tesar 2018), while banking and capital market union – the major European projects of financial integration in the last decade – also remain woefully incomplete. The lack of genuine cross-border banking integration in the European Monetary Union (EMU) has long been identified as a prime reason for why risk sharing among EMU countries is so low and generally not resilient during major crises (Draghi 2018; Hoffmann et al. 2019a, 2019b). Our results show that access to finance for firms and in particular for households will be key to ease the great reallocation along. But Europe still does not have an integrated retail banking market. Completing the banking union while moving forward on capital markets union will therefore be crucial in making the EMU resilient against the challenges of the reallocation triggered by the COVID-19 shock and to similar shocks in the future. The risk sharing mechanisms in the EMU so far have been surprisingly resilient during the current crisis (Giovannini, Horn, and Mongelli 2021). But Europe’s experience from the great financial crisis of the previous decade shows that we should not take this for granted.
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